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Abstract

This paper demonstrates that intense discussion on the Reddit social media platform re-
duces stock price informativeness. Increased social discussion reduces stock liquidity, es-
pecially during earnings announcements. Earnings response coefficients increase with dis-
cussion intensity, suggesting reduced price informativeness prior to announcements. Social
discussion results in a delayed price correction of up to two months of well-documented
anomalies; a corresponding trading strategy earns about 1% monthly. Traditional media do
not generate similar effects, while use of emojis intensifies it. The findings suggest reduced
production of fundamental-value-relevant information in the presence of intense social dis-
cussion, highlighting the importance of understanding the emergence of such discussion.
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1 Introduction

Social media has transformed our daily lives. According to the 2022 annual social me-

dia report by GWI, people average around three hours of social media usage a day.1 So-

cial media also played an increasingly important role in financial markets by providing a

communication platform for retail investors to share their investment ideas and coordinate

trading. Despite trading moderate amounts individually, the collective effect of coordinated

retail trading has been shown to have the power to move the markets, as evidenced by

the GameStop saga in the beginning of 2021. Moreover, as Generation Z whose adoption

of social media exceeds previous generations2 steps into financial independence and starts

investing, the influence of retail investors on financial markets is expected to strengthen. A

natural question to ask is: how does social media affect financial markets?

The goal of this paper is to study whether social media affects the manner by which in-

formation is produced and incorporated in stock prices. We focus on Reddit, a social media

platform organized in communities of like-minded members around areas of interest. This

platform warrants investigations because like-minded investors may reinforce each other‘s

views. Specifically, this paper studies the submissions and comments on r/WallStreetBets

(WSB hereafter), a 12 million member community focused on stock trading whose rein-

forced views may lead to coordinated trading behavior.

From a theoretical perspective, by facilitating information sharing, social media can im-

prove information dissemination and reduce information asymmetry (Blankespoor et al.

(2013)). Additionally, social media can potentially improve market liquidity and informa-

tional efficiency by increasing the participation of uninformed retail traders. In models of

asymmetric information such as Kyle (1985), noise traders trade randomly—-their trades

are not based on informational motivation– but their existence effectively provides camou-

flage to informed traders who can hide their trading from market makers, who, in turn,

set a smaller price sensitivity to order flows. A greater amount of noise trading allows the

informed traders to place orders of larger sizes, which increase the speed of information

incorporation into security prices. Overall, these models predict that social media should
1https://www.gwi.com/reports/social.
2https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/?menuItem=4abfc543-4bd1-4b1f-bd4a-

e7c67728ab76
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generally be associated with higher liquidity and greater price efficiency if social media

increases the participation of uninformed retail traders and reduce information asymmetry.

However, when used by retail traders as a trading coordination mechanism, social me-

dia can have a negative impact on information efficiency. Studies such as De Long et al.

(1990) have noted that when noise trading is correlated and persistent, it can pose a sub-

stantial amount of noise-trader risk for informed traders, and consequently lead to lower

market informational efficiency. The prospect of lower profit from informed trading reduces

informed traders’ incentive to gather information, subsequently lowering the absolute level

of information that is collected and reflected in stock prices. Social media can therefore

harm market efficiency if it increases the noise-trader risk for informed traders by making it

easier for retail traders to coordinate their trades, exacerbating investor behavioral biases,

and even becoming rumor mills (Pedersen (2022)). During the GameStop episode of 2021,

it became clear to many market participants that retail orders associated with Reddit are

clustered and have the power to move prices, causing significant losses for some market

participants (Allen et al. (2021)).

To study the impact of social media on stock-price informativeness, user posts and com-

ments are collected from WSB. Panel A of Figure 1 exhibits the trend of WSB subscribers

over the past two years.3 At the end of 2020, there were about 1.8 million users on the

WSB, but the number of subscribers jumped over 9 million within one month after the

meme stock run. A stock-level measure of social discussion intensity is constructed and

then used to investigate how social-media intensity is related to stock liquidity and mea-

sures of stock informativeness.

The first test examines the impact of social discussion on stock liquidity. We conduct

panel regressions of changes in effective spread on changes in our measure of social dis-

cussion intensity. We find that an increase in social-discussion intensity is associated with

an increase in effective spread, indicating that social media has a negative impact on stock

liquidity. We further find that this increase is mainly driven by the period surrounding

earnings announcements.

Motivated by the finding that social media is associated with deteriorating liquidity par-
3The source of the data is from Subreddit Stats (https://subredditstats.com/).
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ticularly in the time period leading up to earnings announcements, we next investigate the

role of social media on price informativeness. Several recent works have employed earnings

announcement periods as a laboratory to analyze how well stock prices reflect information

about firms’ fundamental values. For example, Weller (2018) finds that algorithmic trading

discourages pre-announcement information acquisition. In addition, Sammon (2021) doc-

uments that passive ownership decreases learning about stock-specific information prior to

earnings announcements. We consider three measures of pre-earnings announcement price

informativeness—pre-earnings abnormal turnover, return drift, and volatility, and regress

them on social media intensity. Consistent with our hypothesis, pre-announcement social

media coverage is significantly associated with lower pre-earnings abnormal turnover and

pre-earnings return drift, suggesting that social media reduces the incentive of investor in-

formation gathering. A one-standard-deviation increase in abnormal social coverage leads

to a drop of approximately 2.4% in pre-announcement turnover. If social media discour-

ages informed investors to acquire information, then public news announcements such as

earnings announcements will play a larger role in revealing information. Consistent with

this conjecture, our analysis shows that earnings response coefficients increase with pre-

announcement social intensity, suggesting reduced price informativeness prior to announce-

ments.

The third test examines the degree of return reversal surrounding earnings announce-

ments. Return reversal is a common empirical pattern in security markets because a non-

informational trading demand can move the price away from fundamentals because liq-

uidity suppliers demand price concessions as compensation for providing liquidity. So and

Wang (2014) documents a six-fold increase in short-term return reversals during earnings

announcements relative to non-announcement period. This stronger reversal is consistent

with market makers demanding compensation for the increased inventory risk and adverse

selection before informational events. If social media and its possible coordinated retail

trading increase the inventory risk for market makers, we should expect to see stronger

return reversals among stocks that are heavily discussed by social media. Consistent with

stock prices becoming less informative, we indeed find that price reversals around earn-

ings announcements is also stronger when social media discussion is more intense prior to
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earnings announcement.

We next bring our social media measure to a broad class of well documented asset-price

anomalies. If social media increases the noise trading risk for arbitragers, it will keep them

away from bringing prices back to the fundamental levels. To test this hypothesis, we in-

vestigate the 11 asset pricing anomalies in Stambaugh et al. (2012, 2015) and examine

whether the speed of correction is affected by social media activity. We calculate an over-

pricing score for each stock and regress future stocks returns on the overpricing scores and

an interaction term between social media intensity and the overpricing score. Our analysis

finds that the overpricing score has a negative and significant coefficient, consistent with

overpricing getting corrected. Notably, the interaction term with social media intensity is

positive and significant in the first three weeks, suggesting that the speed of correction is

negatively impacted by social media activity. A weekly-balanced double-sort portfolio anal-

ysis involving sorting stocks on two dimensions–social intensity and overpricing score shows

that the overpricing spread is positive for high social media intensity stocks but negative for

low intensity stocks. A strategy that buys the high-intensity overpriced stocks and shorts

the low-intensity overpriced stocks generates an average monthly return of 1.2%.

Our results on social media and stock informativeness imply that social media can also

have a negative impact on real efficiency because managers will rely less on stock markets

for guidance when stock prices are less informative. To explore this hypothesis, we regress

firms’ next-quarter investment on Tobin’s Q, and interact with the social intensity. We find

that social intensity reduces the investment sensitivity to Tobin’s Q, indicating that firm

managers rely less on stock prices when the stock is heavily discussed on social media, con-

sistent with less informative stock prices providing less useful guidance for firm managers’

investment decisions.

We conduct similar analyses using traditional media and find that traditional media

do not generate similar effects.The literature on financial media overall find its role being

positive to the stock market. For example, Tetlock (2010) finds that public news help resolve

information asymmetry. Engelberg et al. (2018) show that stock mispricing is alleviated on

news days as investors correct their biased expectation according to the genuine information

contained in the news. Bonsall IV et al. (2020) document that media coverage during
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periods of high market uncertainty leads to market improvements with more trading and

reduced information asymmetry. Our results so far highlight the needs to distinguish social

media platforms such as WSB from coverage by the mainstream media outlets. To see the

difference between the two different channels of information sources, we add general media

coverage to the baseline regressions. We measure general media coverage using the Dow

Jones Newswire collected from Ravenpack and find that traditional media do not generate

similar effects.

Compared to face-to-face interactions, one of the biggest challenges for online discus-

sion is to deliver nonverbal cues (e.g., facial expressions and gestures). With the advance of

digital technology recently, emojis were introduced on modern social platforms (including

Reddit) to compensate for this problem. We check whether social coverage using emo-

jis has a distinct effect on stock price informativeness. We find that, despite being more

sparse, social media intensity based on emojis has stronger effect on price informativeness

than text-based social discussion intensity.

Overall, the findings in this paper suggest that intense social discussion reduces incen-

tives to produce fundamental-value-relevant information, thereby highlighting the impor-

tance of understanding the emergence of such social discussion. Our results also have

implications for those market participants who are looking to improve their investment

performance.

This paper contributes to the literature on social media, retail trading, and informa-

tion efficiency. First, the paper adds to the new literature on the roles of social media in

financial markets. While studies in this area tend to focus on whether social media posts

have predictive values (e.g., Antweiler and Frank (2004), Chen et al. (2014), Bartov et al.

(2017), Gu and Kurov (2020), Hu et al. (2021), and Farrell et al. (2022)), there is an emerg-

ing literature investigating whether social media improves or harms market efficiency. For

example, Blankespoor et al. (2013) examine whether firms can reduce information asym-

metry by more broadly disseminating their news via Twitter. Their analyses shows that

additional dissemination is associated with lower abnormal bid-ask spreads and greater ab-

normal depths, consistent with a reduction in information asymmetry. Jia et al. (2020)

report that merger rumors accompanied by greater Twitter activity elicit greater market re-
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action even though rumor-related Twitter activity is unrelated to the probability of merger

realization. Our paper examines a social media site that is built upon communities of like-

minded people. When people with similar opinions and believes get together, they may

reinforce each other‘s viewpoints and exacerbate behavioral biases(Cookson et al. (2022)).

Our analyses show that such social media platforms may have their own unique impact on

financial markets.

Second, this paper contributes to the literature on the impact of retail trading on market

quality and information efficiency. A large literature of retail traders studies the question

whether retail traders are unsophisticated and behaviorally biased who lose money on av-

erage, or informed traders who can predict future stock returns. To the extent that retail

traders are noise traders, a significant number of papers studying retail investors find ev-

idence consistent with the prediction in Kyle (1985) that noise traders mitigate adverse

selection risk. Greene and Smart (1999) find that substantial increases in trading volume

and significant but temporary abnormal returns occur when analysts recommend stocks in

The Wall Street Journal’s “Investment Dartboard” column, which stimulates noise trading.

More recently, Peress and Schmidt (2020) use episodes of sensational US news stories to

identify the absence of noise traders and find that when retail traders are distracted by

other news, trading activity, liquidity, and volatility decrease, and prices reverse less among

stocks owned predominantly by noise traders. Ozik et al. (2021) report that the COVID-19

pandemic saw a sharp increase in retail trading, which attenuated the rise in illiquidity.

In contrast, Foucault et al. (2011) report declines in volatility, price impact, and degree of

price reversal when a reform of the French stock market triggers a drop in retail trading

activity.

Empirical studies on correlated retail trading and its impact are limited possibly because

of the empirical difficulty in identifying and measuring correlated retail trading. Huang

et al. (2022) use mutual fund flow-induced trading as a proxy of correlated noise trad-

ing and find that a broad set of asset pricing factor returns are higher when the expected

noise trading risk is higher. This paper advances that the intensity of social media discus-

sion enables us to study the impact of correlated noise trading on information collection,

aggregation, and its impact on asset prices information efficiency and real efficiency.
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Finally, this paper is part of the new and growing literature on market informational

efficiency that differentiates between incorporating existing information and acquiring in-

formation which determines the absolute amount of information in the stock prices. Weller

(2018) and Lee and Watts (2020) analyze algorithmic trading and report that the amount

of information in prices decreases when algorithmic trading activity increases and conclude

that while algorithmic trading may improve the speed of incorporating available informa-

tion, it can still reduce price informativeness. Our paper contributes to this literature by

showing that while social media can improve information dissemination it also impacts

information production and aggregation in the stock markets and in turn real decisions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and the

construction of the main variables. Section 3 presents our main analysis of the impact of

social media on liquidity and stock informativeness. Section 4 provides additional tests and

robustness checks. Section 5 concludes.

2 Data and Sample

This section describes the data and sample, defines the main variables, and provides de-

scriptive statistics.

2.1 Social Media Data

We utilize Socialgist, a data syndication partner of Reddit, to download all social media ac-

tivity including member submissions and comments posted on submissions on WSB during

the sample period.4 Each social media item is textually analyzed against the list of Russell

3000 constituents to identify firm-specific social mentions. In addition, we use an algo-

rithmic approach to detect active social discussions on non-Russell 3000 firms. Our social

intensity variable counts the daily number of social items (counting both submissions and

comments) for each firm.

The discussion on and coordinated trading through the WSB forum lead to wild surges

and purges in various stock prices in January 2021, notably GameStop (GME hereafter),
4Socialgist, a commercial data syndication partner of Reddit, stores and maintains a complete historical

record of all Reddit activity.
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attracting considerable attention from both practitioners and regulators. Panel A of Figure

1 exhibits the trend of WSB subscribers over the past two years.5 By the end of 2020, there

were almost 1.8 million users on WSB, while the number of subscribers jumped to over

9 million within one month after the meme stock run. Although increasing at a slower

pace, the user base has reached 12 million by the end of April 2022. By plotting the daily

average (value-weighted) raw number of social items per firm using our data, we find a

similar trend in that the 20-day moving average increases more than doubled from about

25 in October 2020 all the way to approximately 70 at the peak of the meme-stock mania

at the end of January 2021. And there are further waves, though much less intense, in later

periods.

To purge out persistency as well as any seasonal pattern in the social media coverage

data, throughout the paper, we calculate the daily abnormal social discussion intensity as

follows:6

∆SocialCoveragei,t = SocialCoveragei,t −
−4∑

τ=−1

SocialCoveragei,t−7τ

/
4, (1)

where
−4∑

τ=−1
SocialCoveragei,t−7τ/4 is the average same-day-of-the-week social media cov-

erage over the past 4 weeks. One nice feature about abnormal social discussion intensity is

that it has little correlation with persistent firm characteristics, such as market capitaliza-

tion, while social media coverage itself is highly correlated with firm size.

2.2 Measures of Illiquidity

We obtain daily illiquidity measures from the WRDS Intraday Indicators constructed by

using daily Trade and Quote database (DTAQ), which utilizes intra-daily data of trades and

quotes, signs trades following Lee and Ready (1991), and applies the filters and adjustments

described in Holden and Jacobsen (2014).7

5The source of the data is Subreddit Stats (https://subredditstats.com/).
6Throughout the paper, we use abnormal social discussion intensity, social discussion intensity, and shocks

to social media coverage interchangeably.
7The code for making these adjustments is available on Craig Holden’s web page:

http://kelley.iu.edu/cholden/
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Effective spread and price impact are the two main measures of stock illiquidity em-

ployed in this study. For a given stock i on date t, the daily average effective spread is

defined as the following:

EffectiveSpreadi,t =
1

N

N∑
k=1

2Di,k(Pi,k −Mi,K)

Mi,k
, (2)

where Di,k is equal to +1 for buyer-initiated trades and -1 for seller-initiated trades using

the Lee and Ready (1991) algorithm, Pi,k is the price of the kth trade, and Mi,k is the

midpoint of the NBBO quotes assigned to the kth trade. The daily average price impact is

denoted as below:

PriceImpacti,t =
1

N

N∑
k=1

2Di,k(Mi,k+5 −Mi,K)

Mi,k
, (3)

where Mi,k+5 is the midpoint of the NBBO prevailing quotes five minutes after the Mi,k.

Note that price impact can be viewed as the permanent component of effective spread. To

align with our social media intensity, we construct daily abnormal illiquidity measure by

subtracting its same-day-of-the-week average over the past four weeks.

2.3 Measures of Price Informativeness

Following Sammon (2021), we construct three measures of price informativeness around

the earnings announcement. The first is the cumulative pre-earnings abnormal turnover

(CAT), which is defined as follows:

CATi,t =

−1∑
τ=−22

ATi,t+τ =

∑−1
τ=−22 Ti,t+τ∑252

k=1 Ti,t−22−k/252
(4)

where CATi,t is the sum of abnormal turnover (ATi,t+τ ) for the 22 days window prior to

the earnings announcement date t. ATi,t+τ is turnover divided by the historical average

turnover for that stock over the past year. Intuitively, if fewer investors are gathering in-

formation or the information they produce are less precise, trading volume will be smaller

due to either less disagreement or less confidence. Therefore, a lower value of CAT can be
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viewed as evidence of decreased price informativeness. The second is the pre-earnings-drift

magnitude (DM), which is defined as follows:

DMi,t =


1+ri,(t−22,t−1)

1+ri,(t−22,t)
if ri,t>0

1+ri,(t−22,t)

1+ri,(t−22,t−1)
if ri,t<0

(5)

where ri,(t−22,t−1) the cumulative excess returns over the 22 days window prior to the earn-

ings announcement date t. By construction, DM measures the fraction of earnings infor-

mation incorporated into prices before the announcement itself. Therefore, a lower DM

implies less informative prices. The third is the quadratic variation share (QVS), which is

defined as follows:

QVSi,t = 1−
(
r2i,t/

0∑
τ=−22

r2i,t+τ

)
(6)

where ri,t denotes the excess return on the earnings announcement date t, and the denom-

inator is the sum of squared returns from t-22 to t. QVS measures the share of volatility

occurring on pre-announcement days relative to the announcement date. The rationale is

that if fewer investors are producing information, the public information release would be

the primary source of stock volatility. Thus, a lower value of QVS indicates less informative

prices.

An alternative way to measure price informativeness around earnings announcements

is to check the earnings response coefficient. That is, the relationship between earning

surprises and earnings-period stock returns.8 Following Imhoff Jr and Lobo (1992), we

define the cumulative abnormal returns (CUM_Ret) during the two-day earnings period

below:

CUM_Reti,t =
0∑

τ=−1

[ri,t − (âi + b̂irm,t)], (7)

where ri,t is return of firm i on day t and rm,t is return on the CRSP value-weighted market

index on day t. âi and b̂i are the coefficients by estimating the CAPM model using daily
8The concept of information in price about earnings and the determinants of the earnings response coeffi-

cient have been widely studied in the accounting literature since 1980s. See, for example, Kothari and Sloan
(1992), Imhoff Jr and Lobo (1992), and Teoh and Wong (1993).
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returns from day -202 to day -6.9 Unexpected earnings (UE) are measured as follows:

UEi,s =
(Xi,s − Fi,s)

Pi,s
, (8)

where Xi,s is the actual earnings per share for firm i in quarter s. Fi,s is the the measure

of analysts’ earnings expectation for firm i in quarter s, which is calculated as the median

of forecasts reported to I/B/E/S within 90 days prior to the earnings announcement. Pi,s

denotes stock price for firm i at the end of quarter s from COMPUSTAT. Following Livnat and

Mendenhall (2006), we require the earnings report dates in COMPUSTAT and in I/B/E/S

differ by not more than one calendar day to minimize the impact of data error.

2.4 Other Variables and Summary Statistics

Other variables include Tobin’s Q, which is defined as the market value of equity plus the

book value of assets minus the book value of equity scaled by total assets; Invest, which is

the sum of capital expenditures and R&D expenses at the end of fiscal quarter divided by

the beginning-of-quarter total asset; and M/B is the market-to-book ratio.

Throughout our analyses, we focus on stocks listed on the Russell 3000 index, plus a list

of popular stocks on the WSB.10 Daily and monthly stock market data are obtained from the

CRSP, accounting information is from COMPUSTAT, and analyst forecast data is extracted

from the I/B/E/S unadjusted U.S. detail history file. After merging all the data sets, the

final sample has 9,664 firm-quarter observations.

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the main variables used in this study. The

average (median) market capitalization is about $17.8 ($3.1) billion, which is in line with

the most recently reported statistics by the FTSE Russell.11 Similar to the average of the

total market, the average market-to-book ratio in our sample is around 5.12 When focusing
9The decision of choosing 6 days preceding the earnings announcement as the end of the estimation window

is to make sure the estimation itself does not influence our findings. Nevertheless, we find similar results when
the estimation window stops 3 days prior to the earnings announcement.

10There are 124 non-Russell 3000 firms identified as socially popular stocks in our sample, including firms
like Discovery, Airbnb, BioNTech, etc.

11For more details, see https://www.ftserussell.com/research-insights/russell-reconstitution/market-
capitalization-ranges.

12For more details, see https://pages.stern.nyu.edu/ adamodar/New_Home_Page/datafile/pbvdata.html.
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on the social discussion intensity prior to the earnings announcements, we average the daily

∆SocialCoverage over the period of 22 and 2 trading days before the earnings announce-

ment date. The variable mean is slightly negative at -0.053 and the standard deviation is

about 1.856, suggesting that social media coverage on average are stable but sometimes

can experience very large shocks (e.g., coverage spikes for meme stocks in January and

Feburary 2021). Social media discussion based on emojis has a more sparse coverage; the

measure is on average close to zero, with a much smaller standard deviation of 0.132. Note

that the summary statistics of the three price informativeness measures in our sample are

comparable to those documented in Sammon (2021).

3 Empirical Tests

3.1 Social Media and Illiquidity

Several recent studies (e.g., Allen et al. (2021)) point out that Reddit users’ coordination to

squeeze short sellers’ position in the early 2021 has significantly reduced stock market qual-

ity. To take an initial look at the potential impact of social media on stock market quality, we

employ an event study methodology using the case of GME. Panel A of Figure 2 exhibits that

abnormal daily social discussion intensity and abnormal daily effective spread seem to track

each other closely, especially during the January 2021 meme stock saga.13 Panel B further

examines a 10-day moving correlation between the two variables, suggesting that instead

of just concentrating on days of large price volatility, the positive correlation is prevailing

most of the time.

We then formally investigate the impact of social media platform on stock liquidity using

the following panel regression framework:

∆SPREADi,t = α+ β1∆SocialCoverage+ β2EarningsDummyi,t

+β3∆SocialCoverage× EarningsDummy + ϵi,t,

(9)

where SPREADi,t is either daily EffectiveSpread or PriceImpact, and EarningDummy

13Abnormal daily social coverage (effective spread) is defined as the daily number of social items (effective
spread) relative to its same-day-of-the-week average over the past four weeks. See section 2 for a detailed
discussion of variable construction.
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is a dummy variable equal to one over the period of 22 trading day before and 1 trading

day after the earnings announcement date. Firm and date fixed effects are included. The

t-statistics reported in square brackets are based on standard errors clustered at firm lev-

els. For the ease of economic interpretation, throughout the paper, we standardize all the

continuous independent variables.

Reported in Column (1), Panel A of Table 2, the coefficient estimate on ∆SocialCoverage

is positive and significant at the 1% level, confirming a positive relationship between daily

change in social media coverage and contemporaneous daily changes in effective spread.

Regarding the economic magnitude, a one-standard-deviation increase in ∆SocialCoverage

is associated with 0.031 bps increase in the contemporaneous abnormal effective spread,

about 1/6 of the sample mean (i.e., 0.188 bps). As shown in Column (1) of Panel B, the

effect is even more sizable for price impact. Specifically, a one-standard-deviation increase

in ∆SocialCoverag is associated with 0.107 bps increase in the contemporaneous abnormal

price impact, almost 100% of the absolute value of sample mean (i.e., -0.119 bps). Am-

ple works (e.g., Nagel (2012) and So and Wang (2014)), both theoretical and empirical,

have documented that greater inventory risks and adverse selection are incurred prior to

important information events, such as earnings announcements. In line with these findings,

we find the coefficient on the EarningsDummyi,t is significantly positive, suggesting that

the abnormal effective spread (price impact) around earnings announcement days is on

average 0.67 (0.56) bps higher compared to non-announcement days.

Next, we examine whether the negative impact of social media on liquidity is more

pronounced during earnings announcement periods by adding an interaction term between

∆SocialCoverage and EarningsDummy to the regression model. Consistent with our

conjecture, we find that the coefficient of the interaction term is positive and significant at

4.417 (t-statistics: 3.13) for effective spread, indicating that the impact of social discussion

on earnings days is 300% larger than that on other days (4.417 vs. 0.966). Notably, when

including the interaction term into the regression, the coefficient of ∆SocialCoverage is no

longer statistically significant for effective spread, indicating that the liquidity deterioration

associated with high social media coverage largely concentrates during major information

events. We find qualitatively similar results in Panel B with price impact, except that the
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negative impact of social media intensity on price impact is statistically significant even on

non-announcement days.

3.2 Social Media and Price Informativeness

As shown in the previous section, the impact of social media discussion on liquidity is

mostly pronounced during anticipated corporate information events. Thus, starting from

this section, we investigate the role of social media on influencing price informativeness

by focusing on the earnings announcement periods. Several recent works have employed

earnings announcements as a laboratory to analyze how well stock prices reflect informa-

tion about the firms’ fundamental values. For example, Weller (2018) finds that algorithmic

trading powerfully undermines pre-announcement information acquisition. In addition,

Sammon (2021) documents that passive ownership decreases learning about stock-specific

information prior to the earnings announcement periods.

We follow Sammon (2021) to construct three measures of price informativeness around

earnings announcement (i.e., pre-announcement abnormal turnover (CAT), drift (DM), and

volatility (QVS)).14 To align with measures of price informativeness, we calculate the pre-

earnings social discussion intensity by averaging the daily ∆SocialCoverage from t-22 to

t-2.15

Panel A of Table 3 reports results of regressing the aforementioned three price informa-

tiveness measures on ∆SocialCoverage. In line with our hypothesis, pre-announcement

social media intensity is significantly associated with lower pre-earnings abnormal turnover

and smaller pre-earnings return drift, suggesting that social media reduces the incentive of

investor information gathering. The economic magnitude is not trivial; for example, a one-

standard deviation increase in pre-announcement social intensity leads to approximately

2.4% drop in CAT, relative to its sample mean of 19.233. The relationship between QVS

and social media coverage is positive, but statistically insignificant.
14Details of measure construction are described in Section 2.3.
15We choose t-2 as the last day prior to earnings announcement period as many papers (e.g., Imhoff Jr and

Lobo (1992)) consider t-1 within the earnings announcement window. Nevertheless, our findings are robust to
averaging the daily ∆SocialCoverage from t-22 to t-1.
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3.3 Social Media and Earnings Response

The concept of information in price about earnings and the determinants of the earnings

response coefficient have been widely studied in the accounting literature since 1980s.16

Recently, earnings response regression has also been used to proxy for the price informa-

tiveness around earnings announcement period. For example, Sammon (2021) shows that

passive ownership is correlated with larger earning responses, and attributes that to lower

incentive for information gathering.

We thus evaluate the impact of social media on price informativeness by studying how

social discussion intensity interacts with the earnings response coefficient. The idea is sim-

ilar to what Sammon (2021) documents for passive ownership: if social media discourages

informed investors to acquire information, then public news announcements such as earn-

ings announcements will play a larger role in revealing information, thus leading to a larger

earnings response coefficient. To test this prediction, we run the following regression:

Cum_Reti,t = α+ β1UEi,t + β2∆SocialCoverage[−22,−2]

+β3∆SocialCoverage[−22,−2]× UEi,t + ϵi,t,

(10)

where Cum_Reti,t denotes the cumulative two-day market adjusted returns on the day of

and the day preceding the earnings announcements. UEi,t is defined as the earnings sur-

prise relative to the median analyst forecast consensus.17 Panel B of Table 3 reports the

results. Column (1) merely serves as a sanity check. In line with the literature, UE is pos-

itively correlated with earnings-day returns, i.e., a positive ERC. Regarding the economic

magnitude, a one-standard-deviation increase in earnings surprise leads to 0.8% increase

in the announcement window returns. Results shown in Column (2) indicate that the pre-

earnings social media coverage has little impact on the earnings-day returns. Reported in

Column (3), the positive and significant β3 implies that firms with positive shocks to so-

cial media coverage are associated with larger earnings response on announcement-day

returns. Specifically, the coefficient of 0.001 represents that a one-standard-deviation in-

16See, for example, Kothari and Sloan (1992), Imhoff Jr and Lobo (1992), and Teoh and Wong (1993).
17Details of variable constructions are described in Section 2.3.
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crease in ∆SocialCoverage[−22,−2] is associated with a 12% increase in the ERC (i.e.,

0.001/0.008=12%).

One may be concerned that our finding so far is merely a manifestation that stocks

that are popular on social media platform are generally those with worse information effi-

ciency. If that is the case, we should expect to observe that socially popular stocks exhibit

lower price informativeness even before the rise of Reddit. To examine this concern, we

divide stocks into two groups based on the average level of social coverage over the four

fiscal quarters in 2021.18 Stocks in the top ten percentiles are considered as socially pop-

ular stocks, while the remaining stocks are regarded as socially neglected (or unpopular)

stocks.19 We then estimate the earnings response coefficients for the two groups of stocks

every quarter since 2020 and plot the ERCs over the 2-year window in Figure 3. The figure

clearly indicates that there is little difference in the ERCs between popular and non-popular

stocks before the rise of WSB (i.e., in 2020), while socially popular stocks experience a

much larger earnings response every fiscal quarter since the Reddit explosion among retail

investors (i.e., in 2021). The trend documented in Figure 3 clearly rejects the possibility

that stocks attracting social media coverage happen to be those with worse information ef-

ficiency. Instead, the figure serves as a valid identification tool to support our finding that

social media indeed significantly affects stock price informativeness.

3.4 Social Media and Return Reversal Surrounding the earnings announce-

ments

Section 3.1 documents that the negative impact of social media on liquidity is much more

pronounced during earnings announcement periods. In this section, we investigate further

how social media affects the expected returns to liquidity provision prior to the earnings

announcements.

Return reversal is a common empirical pattern in security markets because a non-

informational trading demand can move the price away from fundamentals. And liquid-
18Choosing fiscal year 2021 as the event year is suggested by Panel A of Figure 2 that the rise of WSB started

at the end of January 2021.
19In untabulated analysis, we find that the results are qualitatively similar using top twenty percentiles as the

popularity cutoff.
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ity suppliers demand price concessions as compensations for providing liquidity. Nagel

(2012) finds that the reversal strategy returns closely track the returns earned by liquidity

providers. In addition, So and Wang (2014) document a six-fold increase in short-term re-

turn reversals during earnings announcements relative to non-announcement periods. The

stronger reversal is consistent with market makers demanding compensation for the in-

creased inventory risk and adverse selection before informational events. If social media

and its possible coordinated retail trading increase the inventory risk for market makers,

we would expect stronger return reversals among stocks that are heavily discussed on so-

cial media platforms. To examine this hypothesis, we follow the framework established in

So and Wang (2014) by running the regression below:

Cum_Reti,t = α+ β1PAR_Reti,t + β2∆SocialCoverage[−22,−2]

+β3∆SocialCoverage[−22,−2]× Par_Reti,t + ϵi,t,

(11)

where PAR_Reti,t is the pre-earnings-announcement return for firm i calculated as the

cumulative market-adjusted return from t-4 to t-2, where day t denotes the earnings an-

nouncement date.

In contrast with findings documented in So and Wang (2014), results in Column (1)

of Table 4 actually suggests a return continuation rather than a return reversal prior to

the earnings announcements. The difference could be driven by a more recent and much

shorter sample we adopt in the paper. However, conditional on high abnormal social media

coverage, we indeed find a much stronger return reversal. Specifically, the coefficient on

∆SocialCoverage[−22,−2]×Par_Ret is negative and significant at the 1% level. To better

quantify the reversal strategy returns, we sort firms into quintile groups each quarter based

on PAR_Ret. We then define PAR_Ret_Quintile as a categorical variable, ranging from

1 (with the lowest value of PAR_Ret) to 5 (with the highest value of PAR_Ret). The

coefficient of ∆SocialCoverage[−22,−2]×PAR_Ret_Quintile is statistically significant at

-0.002, indicating that a one-standard-deviation increase in the social media coverage leads

to an increase of approximately 1% (0.002× 5× 100) in the quintile spread of the reversal

strategy surrounding the earnings announcement.
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3.5 Social Media and Anomalies

Our findings so far suggest that the presence of social media overall worsens stock liquidity

and reduces price informativeness. If social media increases the noise trading risk for ar-

bitragers, it will keep them away from bringing prices back to the fundamental levels. As

a result, the temporary stock mispricing can take longer to be corrected as arbitragers may

find too costly to immediately step in to reveal their perceptions on the current stock prices.

In this section we bring our social media measure to a broad class of well documented

asset-price anomalies and investigate whether social media intensity affects the speed of

mispricing correction.

Because mispricing is not directly observable, we proxy it based on 11 asset pricing

anomalies taken from the literature (e.g., Stambaugh et al. (2012, 2015)).20 We follow

Stambaugh et al. (2015), for each anomaly, to assign a rank to each firm based on the

anomaly variables sorted in the cross-section, where the highest rank (100) is associated

with the lowest future returns and the lowest rank (0) is associated with the highest future

returns. We then calculate a composite overpricing score by taking a simple average of

these 11 stock anomaly signals for each stock each month. Note that this overpricing score

denotes only relative mispricing, as it is constructed purely in the cross-section.

To test the hypothesis that social media further delays the correction of stock mispricing,

we conduct the following weekly Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions:21

WReti,t+τ = α+ β1OverpricingScorei,t + β2∆SocialCoverageMi,t

+β3∆SocialCoverageMi,t ×OverpricingScorei,t + ϵi,t,

(12)

where WReti,t+τ is cumulative future-week returns over the horizon of next 12 weeks for

firm i. OverpricingScorei,t is the most recent available monthly overpricing score for firm

i. ∆SocialCoverageMi,t is the most recent monthly average of daily ∆SocialCoverage for

firm i.
20For details about the 11 anomalies and their constructions, see

https://finance.wharton.upenn.edu/s̃tambaug/Mispricing_Measure_Documentation.pdf.
21The regressions are run at the weekly frequency to increase the testing power, as our sample only contains

data of fifteen months.
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Results presented in Table 5 support our hypothesis. The coefficient on OverpricingScore

is negative (and statistically significant most of the time), suggesting that the correction of

mispricing starts immediately in the following week when facing little social media influ-

ence. However, the coefficient on ∆SocialCoverageM × OverpricingScore is positive and

significant in the first three weeks, suggesting that the speed of mispricing correction is neg-

atively affected by social media activity. To visualize the duration of delayed correction, we

plot the coefficients of the interaction terms over the future 12 weeks in Figure 4. The figure

clearly indicates that it on average takes an extra of two months for overpricing corrections

among socially popular stocks, compared to those for non-affected stocks.

To examine the economic magnitude of this delayed mispricing correction due to social

media activity, we construct the following trading strategy. At the beginning of each week,

portfolios are constructed by sorting on the most-recent-month OverpricingScore into tercile

groups, and then sorting independently by the most recent monthly social media intensity

into three categories. We then equal weight (EW) or value weight (VW) stocks’ returns

when computing portfolio returns.

Table 6 reports the weekly Fama and French (1993) three-factor alphas for each of

the 9 portfolios. We see evidence consistent with the role of social media in delaying the

mispricing correction. That is, among high ∆SocialCoverageM stocks, the EW overpricing-

minus-underpricing portfolio alphas are close to zero, and are even positive using the value-

weighted scheme. The difference between high- and low-∆SocialCoverageM portfolio

alphas on the anomaly strategy is approximately 1% per month (t-statistics: 2.06).22

4 Additional Analysis

4.1 Real Effect

In this section, we explore whether social media also has negative impact on real efficiency

because managers may rely less on stock markets for guidance when stock prices are less

informative.

To explore this hypothesis, we regress firm’s next-quarter investment on Tobin’s Q, and
22The untabulated analysis shows that portfolio results are largely unchanged if we exlcude January and

February 2021, thus alleviating the concern that the delayed mispricing correction only concentrates during
periods of meme stock saga in early 2021.
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interact with the social intensity. Column (1) of Table 7 presents the baseline result of

the investment-Q relationship unconditional on social media influence. Consistent with the

literature, a firm’s investment shows a significant positive relationship with its own stock

price. Specifically, a one-standard-deviation increase in Tobin’s Q leads to an increase of

about 0.76% in a firm’s next-quarter investment activity. Column (3) displays results after

adding the interaction term of Tobin’s Q and social media coverage to the regression model.

In line with our hypothesis, we find that social intensity reduces the investment sensi-

tivity to Tobin’s Q, indicating that firm managers rely less on stock prices when the stock

is heavily discussed on social media. In terms of economic significance, our estimates im-

ply that a one-standard-deviation increase in ∆SocialCoverageQ is associated with -0.04%

decrease in the investment-q sensitivity, representing a change of 5.7% relative to baseline

investment-Q sensitivity documented in Column (1) (i.e., 0.043/0.761=5.7%).

4.2 In Comparison with General Media

The literature on financial media overall finds its role being positive to the stock market.

For example, Tetlock (2010) finds that public news helps resolve information asymme-

try. Engelberg et al. (2018) show that stock mispricing is alleviated on news days as in-

vestors correct their biased expectation according to the genuine information contained in

the news. Bonsall IV et al. (2020) document that media coverage during periods of high

market uncertainty leads to market improvements with more trading and reduced informa-

tion asymmetry.

Our findings so far highlight the needs to distinguish discussion on social media plat-

forms such as WSB from coverage by the mainstream media outlets. To investigate the

differences of the two distinct sources of information channels, we add general media cov-

erage to the baseline regressions specified in Equations 10 and 11. Specifically, we measure

general media coverage using the Dow Jones Newswire collected from Ravenpack.23 To

align with the social media intensity measure, ∆DJCoverage is constructed as an abnor-

mal coverage by taking out the average in the same-day-of-the-week over the past four
23Following Gao et al. (2018), we only include articles with relevance score equal to 100. The relevance

score is a Ravenpack provided confidence score to indicate how certain their algorithm is that an article is
really about a specific stock.
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weeks from its daily raw number of news articles.

Results in Table 8 show that, unlike social media coverage, general media coverage has

little impact on the earnings response coefficient and return reversal around the earnings

announcement periods. One may be concerned that this finding can be driven by the differ-

ence in coverage breadth between these two sources. In untabulated analysis, we show that

it is not the case: the coverage breadth is similar. Specifically, the average daily number of

stocks being discussed on WSB is approximately 13%, and the Dow Jones newswire covers

about 16% of the firms on a daily basis in our sample.

4.3 Social Media Emojis

Compared to the face-to-face interaction, one of the biggest challenges for online discussion

is to deliver nonverbal cues (e.g., facial expressions and gestures). With the advance in

digital technology recently, emojis were introduced on modern social platforms (including

Reddit) to compensate for this problem. In this section, we check whether social coverage

using emojis has similar effect on stock price informativeness as that using text-based social

discussion intensity.

Results presented in Table 9 suggest that despite being more sparse, social media inten-

sity based on emojis has stronger effect on reducing price informativeness than text-based

social discussion intensity. Specifically, positive shocks of social emojis are associated with

stronger earnings response coefficients as well as larger return reversals around the earn-

ings announcement periods. Furthermore, using social emojis as a proxy for social media

intensity, Figure 5 presents similar findings as those shown in Figure 3. That is, ex-post

socially popular stocks are not necessarily stocks with low information efficiency ex-ante,

lending further support to our conclusion that social media leads to lower stock price infor-

mativeness.

5 Conclusion

One of the central questions in finance is how information is incorporated in asset prices.

Financial markets are believed to have two types of investors: informed traders and noise

traders. Informed traders drive the financial markets: they collect information and trade to
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profit from their information. Noise traders on the other hand are often assumed to arrive

randomly. Their existence allows informed traders to hide their orders and is therefore es-

sential and beneficial for market liquidity and information incorporation. However, when

social media sites such as Reddit become a place where retail traders can gather and coor-

dinate their trading strategies, these social media inspired unsophisticated retail orders can

exert enormous power in the financial markets and drive out informed traders, rendering

stock prices less informative. As a result, stock markets become a less useful venue to pro-

vide guide to firms’ real decisions. Our findings highlight the importance of understanding

the emergence of such social discussion.
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Figure 1: Social Media Over Time

This figure displays the time trend of activities on social platform. Panel A exhibits the number of subsribers on

the WallStreetBets forum between January 2020 to April 2022. Panel B plots the time-series of average daily

number of social items (counting both submissions and comments) covering each firm (and its 20-day moving

average) for our sample over the period of October 2020 and January 2022.
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Figure 2: The Case of GameStop

This figure plots daily ∆SocialCoverage and daily ∆EffectiveSpread (in Panel A) as well as stock returns and

10-day moving correlations of daily ∆SocialCoverage and daily ∆EffectiveSpread (in Panel B) for GameStop

between January 2021 and January 2022. ∆SocialCoverage is defined as the daily number of social items,

including submission counts and comment counts posted on the WallStreetBets forum, collected on WallStreet-

Bets forum relative to its same-day-of-the-week average over the past four weeks. Daily ∆EffectiveSpread

(∆PriceImpact) is defined as the daily average percent effective spread (price impact based on Lee and Ready

(1991) trade classification) per firm relative to its same-day-of-the-week average over the past four weeks.
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Figure 3: ERC for Socially Popular and Neglected Stocks

This figure plots the earnings response coefficient (ERC) for socially popular and neglected stocks each quarter

from 2020 Q1 to 2021Q4. A stocks is regarded as a socially popular (neglected) stock if the average number

of social coverage in 2021 is within (outside of) the top 10 percentiles in the cross-section. Social coverage is

defined as the daily number of social items, including submission counts and comment counts posted on the

WallStreetBets forum, collected per firm.
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Figure 4: Delayed Correction of Stock Mispricing

This figure plots the coefficient of the interaction term in the following Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions

specified in Equations 10. The detailed coefficients of the interaction terms and their corresponding t-statistics

are reported in Table 5. OverpricingSocre is a composite mispricing rank based on 11 cross-sectional stock

anomaly signals. Each of these 11 anomalies signals ranges from 0 (least overpriced) to 100 (most overpriced).

∆SocialCoverageM is the monthly average of daily ∆SocialCoverage, whose definition is detailed in Section

3.5. Newey and West (1987) robust Standard errors are used. The sample is from October 2020 through

January 2022.
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Figure 5: ERC for Socially Popular and Neglected Stocks Based on Emojis

This figure plots the earnings response coefficient (ERC) for socially popular and neglected stocks each quarter

from 2020 Q1 to 2021Q4 based on emojis. A stocks is regarded as a socially popular (neglected) stock if the

average number of social Emoji coverage in 2021 is within (outside of) the top 10 percentiles in the cross-

section. Social Emoji coverage is defined as the daily number of social items containing emojis, including

submission counts and comment counts posted on the WallStreetBets forum, collected per firm.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

This table reports the summary statistics of main variables. ∆SocialCoverage (∆EmojiCoverage) is defined as the daily num-
ber of social items (containing emojis), including submission counts and comment counts posted on the WallStreetBets forum,
collected on per firm relative to its same-day-of-the-week average over the past four weeks. ∆DJCoverage is defined as the
daily number of news on Dow Jones news-wire collected per firm relative to its same-day-of-the-week average over the past
four weeks. ∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] (∆EmojiCoverage[-22,-2] or ∆DJCoverage[-22,-2]) is the average daily ∆SocialCoverage
(∆EmojiCoverage or ∆DJCoverage) over the period of 22 and 2 trading days before the earnings announcement date. Daily
∆EffectiveSpread (∆PriceImpact) is defined as the daily average percent effective spread (price impact based on Lee and Ready
(1991) trade classification) per firm relative to its same-day-of-the-week average over the past four weeks. ∆EffectiveSpread[-
22,-2] (∆PriceImpact[-22,-2]) is the average daily ∆EffectiveSpread[-22,-2] (∆PriceImpact) over the period of 22 and 2 trading
days before the earnings announcement date. Daily spread measures are from WRDS Intraday Indicators calculated using the
daily Trade and Quote database (DTAQ). UE is the earnings surprise relative to the analyst forecast consensus (based on median).
Cum_Ret (Par_Ret) is the market-adjusted announcement-window (pre-announcement) return from t-1 to t (from t-4 to t-2),
where t is the earnings announcement date. CAT, DM, and QVS are the pre-announcement turnover, drift, volatility defined
in Equations 4, 5, and 6. Other quarterly firm-level variables including market capitalization measured at the end of previous
calendar year, Tobin’s Q, Investment, and market-to-book ratio (M/B), whose definitions are detailed in Section 2.4. The sample
is from October 2020 through January 2022.

Observations Mean SD P25 P50 P75

∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] 9,664 -0.053 1.856 -0.024 0.000 0.024
∆EmojiCoverage[-22,-2] 9,664 -0.001 0.132 0.000 0.000 0.000
∆DJCoverage[-22,-2] 9,664 0.009 0.246 -0.083 0.024 0.119
∆EffectiveSpread[-22,-2] (×106) 9,664 18.778 366.270 -51.606 4.369 65.450
∆PriceImpact[-22,-2] (×106) 9,664 -11.916 210.767 -61.075 -5.637 40.478
SUE 9,660 0.002 0.036 -0.000 0.001 0.004
Cum_Ret 9,664 -0.002 0.080 -0.039 -0.002 0.032
Par_Ret 9,664 -0.002 0.056 -0.024 -0.002 0.018
CAT 7,431 19.233 21.911 13.517 16.578 20.500
DM 7,472 1.030 0.047 1.007 1.017 1.036
QVS 7,472 0.892 0.166 0.871 0.965 0.992
Mkt_Cap ($M) 9,664 17,840.960 82,323.890 931.953 3,108.268 9,946.430
Q 9,664 2.771 3.000 1.159 1.729 3.087
Invest 9,612 0.029 0.062 0.003 0.015 0.039
M/B 9,664 5.006 205.814 1.293 2.536 5.343
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Table 2: Social Media and Stock Illiquidity

This table reports the results from the panel regression of the daily ∆EffectiveSpread or ∆PriceImpact (in Panel
A or B) on daily ∆SocialCoverage, EarningDummy, and their interaction term. Definition of ∆SocialCoverage,
∆EffectiveSpread, and ∆PriceImpact are detailed in Table 1. ∆SocialCoverage used in the regression is standard-
ized. EarningsDummy is a dummy variable equal to 1 if it is over the period of 22 trading day before and 1 trading
day after the earnings announcement date. Firm and date fixed effects are included. The t-statistics reported in
square brackets are based on standard errors clustered at firm levels. The sample is from October 2020 through
January 2022. *, **, and *** indicate that the coefficients are statistically significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1%
level, respectively.

Dependent Variable= Panel A: ∆EffectiveSpread(×106) Panel B: ∆PriceImpact(×106)
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

∆SocialCoverage 3.108*** 0.966 10.703*** 9.147***
[3.25] [0.80] [11.82] [9.03]

EarningsDummy 67.619*** 67.606*** 55.762*** 54.877***
[13.28] [13.27] [18.39] [18.04]

∆SocialCoverage×EarningsDummy 4.417*** 3.945**
[3.13] [2.21]

Observations 912,499 912,499 912,499 911,991 911,991 911,991
Adj.R2 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.031 0.031 0.031
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Date FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Table 3: Social Media and Price Informativeness

Panel A of this table reports the results from the panel regression of the price informativeness measures (i.e., CAT, DM, and
QVS, respectively) on pre-earnings announcement social media coverage (∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2]). Panel B report the im-
pact of social media on the earnings response coefficient by regressing earnings announcement window returns (Cum_Ret) on
∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2], earnings surprise (UE), and their interaction term. Definition of CAT, DM, QVS, ∆SocialCoverage[-22,-
2], UE, and Cum_Ret are detailed in Table 1. ∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] and UE used in the regressions are standardized. Firm and
quarter fixed effects are included. The t-statistics reported in square brackets are based on standard errors clustered at firm levels.
The sample is from October 2020 through January 2022. *, **, and *** indicate that the coefficients are statistically significant
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

Panel A: Pre-Earnings-Based Measures Panel B: Earnings Response Coefficient
Dependent Variable= (1) CAT (2) DM (3) QVS (1) Cum_Ret (2) Cum_Ret (3) Cum_Ret

∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] -0.460*** -0.001*** 0.000 0.000 0.001***
[-3.08] [-9.09] [1.34] [0.36] [6.83]

UE 0.008*** 0.008***
[7.28] [6.94]

∆SocialCoverage×UE 0.001***
[14.87]

Observations 7,284 7,329 7,329 9,656 9,564 9,560
Adj.R2 0.158 0.217 0.242 0.052 0.034 0.051
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Quarter FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Table 4: Social Media and Liquidity Provision Around the Earnings Announcements

This table examines the impact of social media on liquidity provision around the earnings announcements.
The dependent variable is the Cum_Ret, and the independent variables are PAR_Ret (or PAR_Ret_Quintile),
∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2], and their interaction terms. Definitions of Cum_Ret, PAR_Ret, and ∆SocialCoverage[-
22,-2] are detailed in Table 1. PAR_Ret_Quintile are quintile ranks by sorting PAR_Ret in the cross-section, ranging
from 1 (lowest PAR_Ret) to 5 (highest PAR_Ret). ∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] and PAR_Ret used in the regressions
are standardized. Quarter fixed effects are included. The t-statistics reported in square brackets are based on
standard errors clustered at firm levels. The sample is from October 2020 through January 2022. *, **, and ***
indicate that the coefficients are statistically significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

Dependent Variable= Cum_Ret (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

PAR_Ret 0.002* 0.002*
[1.82] [1.79]

PAR_Ret_Quintile 0.001** 0.001**
[2.26] [2.25]

∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] 0.001 -0.001** 0.004***
[0.59] [-2.58] [11.60]

PAR_Ret×∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] -0.001***
[-5.70]

PAR_Ret_Quintile×∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] -0.002***
[-9.38]

Observations 9,761 9,761 9,664 9,664 9,664
Adj.R2 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.005
Firm FE N N N N N
Date FE Y Y Y Y Y
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Table 5: Social Media and Anomalies, Fama-MacBeth Regressions

This table reports the results from the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions of cumulative future weeks returns (in %) on
most recent monthly OverpricingScore, monthly ∆SocialCoverage, and their interaction term. OverpricingSocre is a composite
mispricing rank based on 11 cross-sectional stock anomaly signals. Each of these 11 anomalies signals ranges from 0 (least
overpriced) to 100 (most overpriced). ∆SocialCoverageM is the monthly average of daily ∆SocialCoverage, whose definition is
detailed in Table 1. Robust Newey and West (1987) t-statistics are reported in the brackets. The sample is from October 2020
through January 2022. *, **, and *** indicate that the coefficients are statistically significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level,
respectively.

Dependent Variable= (1) WRet[1,1] (2) WRet[1,2] (3) WRet[1,3] (4) WRet[1,4] (5) WRet[1,5] (6) WRet[1,6]

OverpricingScore -0.163 -0.293 -0.445 -0.610 -0.798* -0.994*
[-1.41] [-1.29] [-1.39] [-1.53] [-1.71] [-1.89]

∆SocialCoverageM -0.184** -0.378** -0.412* -0.403 -0.365 -0.328
[-2.17] [-2.45] [-1.81] [-1.41] [-1.17] [-1.03]

∆SocialCoverageM×OverpricingScore 0.054*** 0.095** 0.096* 0.097 0.080 0.079
[2.73] [2.53] [1.68] [1.29] [0.94] [0.87]

Dependent Variable= (7) WRet[1,7] (8) WRet[1,8] (9) WRet[1,9] (10) WRet[1,10] (11) WRet[1,11] (12) WRet[1,12]

OverpricingScore -1.154** -1.305** -1.452** -1.564** -1.668** -1.809**
[-1.98] [-2.06] [-2.13] [-2.14] [-2.13] [-2.18]

∆SocialCoverageM -0.231 -0.095 -0.057 -0.080 -0.109 -0.170
[-0.78] [-0.37] [-0.24] [-0.30] [-0.37] [-0.54]

∆SocialCoverageM×OverpricingScore 0.059 0.031 0.021 0.011 0.011 0.018
[0.63] [0.33] [0.21] [0.10] [0.10] [0.15]
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Table 6: Social Media and Anomalies, Portfolio Analysis

This table reports Fama and French (1993) three-factor weekly alphas of portfolios independently sorted on most recent monthly
OverpricingSocre and ∆SocialCoverageM. Definition of monthly OverpricingSocre and ∆SocialCoverageM are detailed in Ta-
ble 5. At the end of each week t, stocks are independently sorted into tercile portfolios based on their most recent monthly
OverpricingSocre and ∆SocialCoverageM. The column "Overpricing-Underpricing" refers to the difference in FF-3 weekly alphas
between overpricing (3) and underpricing (1) portfolios. The row "High-Low of Overpricing-Underpricing" refers to the differ-
ences in "Overpricing-Underpricing" FF-3 alphas between large and small ∆SocialCoverage portfolios. Alphas of equal-weighted
and value-weighted portfolios are reported in Panel A and B, respectively. Robust Newey and West (1987) t-statistics are reported
in the brackets. The sample is from October 2020 through January 2022. *, **, and *** indicate that the coefficients are statisti-
cally significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

Sort on Overpricing Score

Sort on ∆SocialCoverageM 1 Underpricing 2 3 Overpricing Overpricing-Underpricing
Panel A: Equal-Weighted Alphas

Low 0.01 0.10 -0.25 -0.26
[0.23] [1.36] [-1.26] [-1.28]

Medium -0.03 0.11 -0.13 -0.10
[-0.44] [1.30] [-0.79] [-0.46]

High 0.04 0.08 0.04 -0.00
[0.50] [1.41] [0.25] [-0.01]

High-Low of Overpricing-Underpricing 0.26**
[2.06]

Panel B: Value-Weighted Alphas

Low 0.04 0.01 -0.23 -0.27
[0.48] [0.06] [-1.15] [-1.23]

Medium -0.03 0.11 0.05 0.08
[-0.47] [1.24] [0.39] [0.55]

High -0.08 0.17 0.07 0.15
[-0.91] [1.93] [0.45] [0.74]

High-Low of Overpricing-Underpricing 0.42*
[1.77]
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Table 7: Real Effect of Social Media

This table examines the impact of social media on the firm’s investment-Q relationship. The dependent variable is
next-quarter’s firm investment, and the independent variables are Tobin’s Q, ∆SocialCoverageQ, and its interaction
term. ∆SocialCoverageQ is the quarterly average of daily ∆SocialCoverage, whose definition is detailed in Table
1. Q and ∆SocialCoverageQ used in the regressions are standardized. Firm and quarter fixed effects are included.
The t-statistics reported in square brackets are based on standard errors clustered at firm levels. The sample is
from October 2020 through January 2022. *, **, and *** indicate that the coefficients are statistically significant
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

Dependent Variable=Investment[t+1] (%) (1) (2) (3)

Q 0.761*** 0.784***
[6.09] [6.24]

∆SocialCoverageQ 0.004 0.108***
[1.03] [5.57]

Q×∆SocialCoverageQ -0.043***
[-5.33]

Observations 11,130 11,084 11,084
Adj.R2 0.817 0.814 0.817
Firm FE Y Y Y
Date FE Y Y Y
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Table 8: Impact of General Media on Price Informativeness and Liquidity Provision

This table examines the impact of general media on Price Informativeness and Liquidity Provision around the earnings an-
nouncements. Panel A reports the panel regressions of announcement window returns (Cum_Ret) on ∆DJCoverage[-22,-2] (and
∆DJCoverage[-22,-2]), earnings surprise (UE), and their interaction terms. Firm and quarter fixed effects are included. Panel
B reports the results from the panel regression of Cum_Ret on PAR_Ret, ∆DJCoverage[-22,-2] (and ∆DJCoverage[-22,-2]), and
their interaction terms. Quarter fixed effects are included. Definition of ∆DJCoverage[-22,-2], ∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2], UE,
Cum_Ret, and PAR_Ret are detailed in Table 1. The t-statistics reported in square brackets are based on standard errors clustered
at firm levels. The sample is from October 2020 through January 2022. *, **, and *** indicate that the coefficients are statistically
significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

Panel A: Earnings Response Coefficient Panel B: Return Reversal
Dependent Variable=Cum_Ret (1) (2) (1) (2)

∆DJCoverage[-22,-2] -0.001 -0.001 -0.000 -0.000
[-1.12] [-0.78] [-0.29] [-0.40]

∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] 0.001*** -0.001**
[6.71] [-2.48]

UE 0.008*** 0.008***
[6.94] [6.94]

∆DJCoverage[-22,-2]×UE 0.001 0.000
[0.68] [0.05]

∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2]×UE 0.001***
[6.26]

PAR_Ret 0.002* 0.002*
[1.80] [1.80]

PAR_Ret×∆DJCoverage[-22,-2] -0.000 0.000
[-0.08] [0.51]

PAR_Ret×∆SocialCoverage[-22,-2] -0.001***
[-5.64]

Observations 9,560 9,560 9,664 9,664
Adj.R2 0.050 0.050 0.004 0.005
Firm FE Y Y N N
Date FE Y Y Y Y
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Table 9: Impact of Social Emojis on Price Informativeness and Liquidity Provision

This table examines the impact of social emojis on Price Informativeness and Liquidity Provision around the earnings announce-
ments. Panel A reports the panel regressions of announcement window returns (Cum_Ret) on ∆EmojiCoverage[-22,-2], earnings
surprise (UE), and their interaction term. Firm and quarter fixed effects are included. Panel B reports the results from the panel
regression of Cum_Ret on PAR_Ret, ∆DJCoverage[-22,-2], and their interaction term. Quarter fixed effects are included. Defini-
tion of ∆EmojiCoverage[-22,-2], UE, Cum_Ret, and PAR_Ret are detailed in Table 1. The t-statistics reported in square brackets
are based on standard errors clustered at firm levels. The sample is from October 2020 through January 2022. *, **, and ***
indicate that the coefficients are statistically significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

Panel A: Earnings Response Coefficient Panel B: Return Reversal
Dependent Variable=Cum_Ret (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

∆EmojiCoverage[-22,-2] 0.000 0.001*** 0.001 -0.001***
[0.39] [11.91] [0.64] [-4.59]

UE 0.008*** 0.008***
[7.28] [6.95]

∆EmojiCoverage[−22,−2]×UE 0.001***
[21.10]

PAR_Ret 0.002* 0.002*
[1.82] [1.73]

PAR_Ret×∆EmojiCoverage -0.001***
[-11.57]

Observations 9,656 9,564 9,560 9,761 9,664 9,664
Adj.R2 0.052 0.034 0.051 0.004 0.003 0.005
Firm FE Y Y Y N N N
Date FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
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